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direction of the star made with the directions of the plumb line at the two stations was found to be 54"*6. The difference between, these two angles, viz. H"'7, is evidently equal to the sum of the angular deviations a, of produced on the plumb lines by the attraction of the mountain.
34. To find the attraction / at a station A, a contour map of the country was made. This was divided into twenty rings by circles having A for a common centre, their radii being in arithmetical progression. These rings were subdivided into rectangular spaces by radii vectores drawn from A. The mountain was thus theoretically divided into elementary columns placed on these rectangular bases. Let GP be a vertical drawn through the centre of gravity G of any base cutting the surface of the mountain in P. Let z be the angle PAG subtended by PG at A. The attraction of this column is nearly equal to 2mBm%z/AG and its direction bisects the angle PAG, where m is the line density of the column (Art. 13).
Let r, 6 be the polar coordinates of G referred to A as origin and the meridian AM as axis of x. Let Ar be the difference of two consecutive radii, and A0 the angle between two consecutive radii vectores. Then mrr^r.Ar.Atf nearly, where \j. is the density of the column. The resolved attraction of the column along the meridian is therefore
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nearly. The constant difference Ar was taken to be 06(5:-! feet. The radii vectores were drawn according to the following law. The first being directed along the meridian, the others were drawn making with the meridian angles whose sines were successively 1/12, 2/12, 8/12, cfec. There were therefore 48 columns over each ring. Also A sin 6 was constant and equal to 1/12. It is now evident that the attraction/ of the mountain may be found by forming the stun
for all the columns and multiplying the result by -^VM • Ar. The twenty rings drawn round each station included 900 columns. This space was bounded by a circle of radius 2^ miles. It was assumed that the attraction of the matter beyond this distance might be neglected.
35. By such processes as these the sum of the two opposite attractions at the two stations was found as a known multiple of the density ^ of the hill. If R be the radius of the earth, p its density, we have g = $7rpR, Art. 77. We thus have a + a' expressed as a known multiple of //,/p. By equating this result to the circular measure of 11"'7, we find that the mean density of the hill is §ths of that of the earth.
A geological survey was subsequently made by Play fair to discover the average density of the hill. After many corrections Hutton gave 4r95 as the mean density of the earth, that of water being unity.

